Tuning your Diesel Tsunami.
Many people have different preferences when it comes to how they want their diesel to operate. Some
like it like a toy train, some like the prototype or somewhere in between, me, I like it in between but close
to prototype. This means moment and using the brake.
Most of my layout is switching orientated so there are no high speed trains. I have a top speed of 30 mph
for most locos and 20 mph for pure switchers.
Once I have entered the basic details in the decoder, the next step is setting the top speed. I use a
reference loco for this – one that has been timed over a distance and adjusted accordingly. The loco is a
P2K F3 chassis with a super detailed Bachmann F7 body. For this exercise I will go through setting up a
NSW 44 class – Alco 251c/12.

First thing to do is set up the basic settings –
number, direction, number of steps and turn
off the analogue mode – to stop runaways.
The lighting depends on the loco, American
locos are totally different to Australian
locos.
Actual sound requirements are also very
different and will be covered later.

The next thing is the setting of the top speed of the loco. The Tsunami does not have the CV5 and CV6
adjustments for mid and top speed so we will use the Speed Table option. If you use Decoder Pro then it
takes 1 – 2 minutes, if not then just a couple of hours will do it.
I set my reference loco on one throttle and let it run at top speed (30 mph) on another throttle I run the
loco to be programmed. I run this loco up to 6” from the other and note the speed setting on the throttle.
This can be shown as a percentage or number of steps. This will give me a very good idea of where to set
step28 on the speed table.

I always start with step 1 at 5 (from experience) and in this case step 28 at 140, then click “Match Ends”
and we are ready to upload to the decoder. I normally do this on the program track – just habit.
Now we can do the fun bit that frightens many a modeller, the start point.

I set the default values for the right hand column to 20, 2, 255, 6, 9, 204, these seem to do for most locos
as a good starting point for the adjustments. With the throttle set for 28 speed steps, wind up to step 1
and check if the loco is moving – probably not - adjust the top setting up in jumps of 10 until the loco just
starts to move. Now drop the value back by a value of 5 and adjust the value below to 3 or 4 to give you a
reliable low speed. If you intend consisting this loco adjust the Motor Control Intensity to about 180.
Now I can set the momentum as shown here. Acceleration can be set
between 20 and 40 and Braking to 120 or 125. As you can see in the
photo above the Braking Rate for F11 has been set to 110. This gives
you 125 – 110 = 15 which is good for most switching operations.
You can also see that the function groups have been swapped so that
the brake is now on F7 – much more convenient.
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